Cavalier daytime running lights flash

On the way home this afternoon, I was behind a van and I noticed that the DRL's were flicking
really badly. I turned the lights on and they stopped. Once I turned them off the flickering was
back. She has a idle surge problem which I think some say could be a possible PCV valve issue.
Could these be related? Wouldn't surprise me if it was the alternator or the battery. Everytime
mine starts surging at idle or the lights flicker one of the two has gone bad. I've tried the pcv
and it helped the surge some but not the flickering. Might want to have the battery and alt load
tested. Ford alt usually fail mechanical, brushes or sliprings. Highly un-predictable how long
they will last. That kind of failure leads to bouncing voltage while the parts are breaking up. Bad
DRL module. All Ford DRL modules from the 90s to maybe were total and complete garbage. My
current bull has had 2 new DRL modules. Every once in a while the DRLs flicker too. But I just
turn on my headlights and forget about it. I've totally given up on them. In my previous Taurus I
finally broke down and replaced the module because I believe in DRLs and think they do
increase visibility. About 4 months later the car was totaled so that sucked. Hah, if you wanna
wire up the CAN bus. Still better than really old car electronics. Would need a module for about
every single module in the car. Thanks for the Heads up, I will make sure to have this all
checked out tomorrow when I go back into town. I noticed today on the way home the
passenger side headlight is now out. TDD, I got the car about 3 months ago after the Gen3 gave
up on life and went to the scrapper. Here is a pict of it. Untitled by kasstastrophy , on Flickr. My
E did that. The SJB is also your fuse box. You can add it if you wanted. Basically Ford only
made 3 versions. If your car has Keyless Entry, then it's capable for keypad entry. Since I
bought my Taurus new, it had the keyless remotes sealed, and with it was my Factory Keypad
code card, then I did research, and found it was so easy to add it. My solution with Atuo Lamps
that I have is I use a small piece of dark cloth and cover the light sensor. Far left edge of the
dash, out near the glass where it is shaded by the stickers on the windshield. You can post now
and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain
text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert
images from URL. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Kasstastrophy 1
Posted February 13, Posted February 13, Any idea's for the lights issue? Old Bulbs? Link to
post Share on other sites. Angrod Posted February 13, TaurusDailyDriver Posted February 14,
Posted February 14, Check your grounds. How old is the battery? Since when did you get a SE?
Thought you had a Gen 3. I wanna see this thing! Posted February 14, edited. I disagree. Edited
February 14, by mmmfloorpie. Bull Geek Posted February 14, Get your car to AutoZone or the
like and have the battery and alternator tested. I gotta get me one of those then! Kasstastrophy
1 Posted February 14, Untitled by kasstastrophy , on Flickr Edited February 14, by
Kasstastrophy. Shade 76 Posted February 14, The POS cavalier i drove when i worked at my
parts store had the same problem. Pulled the relay, tossed it in the cupholder, and simply forgot
about it. TaurusKev Posted February 15, Posted February 15, Kasstastrophy 1 Posted February
15, Posted February 23, Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this
topic Insert image from URL. Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. Then there are no
lo-beams only hi-beams. Is there a fuse or something that needs to be replaced or is it the
wiring? The headlight wires are corroded and BOTH headlights lost the ground, so the circuit is
open. The wire harness runs in front of the radiator. Pull off the cowl as if changing your
headlight bulbs. Then inspect the wire harness for corrosion green-blue grainy spots. Repair
the corroded wire by cutting out the corroded part and bridging the gap with a new piece of
wire. Once it stops flickering, the service light comes on. I haven't had the problem for long but
every time I take it somewhere to have the error codes read, they tell me they can't find
anything. I know this isn't normal, so I guess my question is. What could it be if there aren't any
error codes? Was this answer helpful? The wiring also runs behind the washer bottle, every
time you fill it and it spills it runs down the DRL harness and corrodes the wiring which causes
the wire to break and DRLs stop working. This was such a common problem on cavaliers. I used
to remove the harness and fix every break in the harness, sometimes I would find 6 different
breakes in the wiring. Start by checking the harness from the washer bottle to the headlights, I
guarentee you will find the problem. Post back with what you find. I can hear the relay tripping
whenever I turn the key to the on position. The lights will flash then go off completely. The
service light comes on and that is it. It has been this way for about three months now and this is
the first trouble I have had with the battery. Sgt Miller Was this answer helpful? Sounds like the
relay is bad, but check the PCM error codes first. This had to of started the same time that my
DRL stopped working. Is this the sign of something else that may be wrong? I have not had the
chance to have the Error Codes read yet, but will be doing that in the next couple of days. Could
this be something as simple as a fuse being blown? I am being deployed in about a month to go
back overseas for the military and I am trying to get all of this repaired before I leave because
my wife has no clue about vehicles. She would have blown the engine long ago if I hadn't told

her that you need to have the oil changed every 3, miles! Purchase a Haynes manual to track the
electrical problems related to your lights. I would still get the error codes read first. Thank you
for your service to our country. Mmprince Was this answer helpful? The daytime running lights
are not working. When I start the car and put it in gear, the DRL light on the dash comes on and
starts flashing and I hear a clicking noise and the headlights flicker off and on. When I turn the
switch to headlights, the flashing stops, but my headlights do not turn on. The high-beams work
no problem and so do the turn signals, brakes and parking lights. Any ideas? It is attached to
the underside, and it is not easy to see without a mirror. If there is corrosion on the battery box,
this connector is probably corroded as well. I have a Cavalier, and I was experiencing the exact
same problem with the flickering when started , non-functional DRL, but my high-beams were
not working, while my regular lights did. This was also accompanied by a 'Service' light on the
dash. The reason for the DRL going out first, is that the DRL ground wire is the closest to the
post-side of the battery, where the acid leaks from. Your regular headlights going out along with
it is because, for your car being a , the DRL are run on the regular headlights. Mine, being a ,
were run on the high-beams. Now for The Fix: 1. Check the battery box under the battery for
corrosion. Chances are, it is corroded, batteries leak, it is what they do. Take a small mirror on a
stick, and look underneath the battery for the wires running into a black blob. If it is intact, stop
here. Remove headlight assembly optional for more work space. Remove Battery and Air Box.
Get enough wire for wires in total. Each wire should be similar in length and about 8"" long so
you can avoid putting the wires back under the battery box where they could get damaged
again. Color coding is optional, but they are handy if you do not want to get lost. Clip, strip, and
connect I used solder-less connectors each wire individually if you can to avoid getting them
mixed-up. Snake tubing, although optional, will also help avoid any future problems. Plus, it
looks cool. Put everything back where it should be. As an after-thought to everyone else who
reads this : If it is just your high-beams, low-beams, or DRL that are out just one , start with the
DRL module in the fuse box. If that is not it, it is probably the problem I have just gone over.
When I put the car in gear the daytime running lights flash and go out and then the service light
comes on. Do you. Problem fixed! Was this answer. Daytime running lights and bright lights
wont work on chevy cavalier Was this answer. Inspect and test fog fuse and fog lamp relay and
also the left headlamp fuse and DRL relay- could also be a BCM problem Was this answer. The
problem I am having is that every once in awhile when I start my car and disengage the parking
brake, my daytime running lights will flicker on and off. The problem is a corroded wire or wires
at the DRL harness that runs from the headlights across the radiator support. Is there a chance
that the daytime running lights on a Chevy Cavelier even though they are not working could be
draining power from the battery? Sgt Miller Was this answer. Take the car to any auto parts
store and have the error codes read. I realized last night that my bright lights do not work either.
Yes it could be a blown fuse or relay. Mmprince Was this answer. Hi, my car has a four cylinder,
automatic with 96, miles. Well, believe it or not, there is a pin-out connector under the battery
box located in the front on the driver's side that may be corroded. I have a Cavalier that was
doing the same thing. When I put the car in gear the DRL symbol well flash for about eight
seconds along with that comes a clicking noise from the DRL relay in the fuse box in side the
car. My low beams work fine, but my high beams do not work at all. I replaced the DRL relay big
waste of money still had the same problem. I cleaned and checked all the grounds and still had
the problem. I replaced the head light bulbs twice still had the problem. Then I found this
website with this great guy who had the same problem. I followed what he said to do and with
no problem my lights works perfect. It was a time consuming process but it is definitely the best
fix for this problem. This is a well known problem with Cavaliers and Chevrolet says it is not a
defect and does not require a recall. I am here to tell you that is the biggest load I have ever
heard. Why the would anyone ever put the wiring harness under the battery and washer fluid
fill? So I just want to say to all you Cavalier owners with this problem follow this guys directions
and your problem well be fixed in no time. Thank you thank you for the help. I used the fix
described above to replace the corroded connector on my Cavalier, and it worked great! Fixed
the problem completely. I used a slightly heavier gauge of wire for all of them, so I did not use
solder-less connectors, but the old-fashioned twist and tape method worked just fine. So glad
that someone posted about this issue. Same as mentioned above. I put the car in gear, DRL
symbol starts flashing and "clicking" profusely and the service light comes on, DRL symbol
goes out and no lights. Also, no low beam lights. Taking the car to the garage this evening with
this information. Again, thanks for posting! No DRL lights come on when in drive. When
headlights are turned on drivers light is full bright and passenger light is very dim. DRL dash
light flashes about 6 times and service light comes on. Bulbs are good. Grounds under battery
dish are good. New DRL relay installed. Both headlight fuses are good. Is this a BCM problem?
It is attached to the underside, and not easy to see without a mirror. Chances are, it's corroded,

batteries leak, it's what they do. Remove headlight assembly optional for more workspace.
Color coding is optional, but handy if you don't want to get lost. Clip, strip, and connect I used
solderless connectors each wire individually if you can to avoid getting them mixed-up. As an
after-thought to everyone else who reads this : If it's just your high-beams, low-beams, or DRL
that are out just one , start with the DRL module in the fuse box. If that's not it, it's probably the
problem I've just gone over. Hey all, Really hope someone can help me out here. I am having the
same problem as the original post and nothing I do to remedy the problem seems to fix
anything. It is not the bulbs, fuses, relay, multi-function switch, grounds or the nine pin
connector. I have been almost a year and a half into having no low beams, and I am sick and
tired of people flashing their lights at me at night and blinding me out of sheer ignorance to my
problem. My lights used to flash when I locked my car with the remote, and now they do not
even do that anyone. Is there anything else it can be? I just cannot believe that I have had to go
through all of this pain and self diagnosis just to find nothing wrong with anything. I cannot
afford to have some shop over-charge me for a possible twenty minute fix either. Image Click to
enlarge. One more problem area I encountered. The emergency brake. If the emergency brake is
part way on or that switch is malfunctioning, the DRLs wont work normally at all. VIC ps. Thanks
Brian for all the info. I have 2 cavaliers and my niece has one. Hey I have a Cavalier and I have
done so much work to it and I started getting the same kind of problems with lights. If you have
power windows underneath the center console switches in my car there is a wire that should be
on a connector with one screw. See if that connection is broken, mine was and every time it
grounded out you can hear the relay and lights go crazy. That was a problem that drained my
battery if I left it without starting it for twenty four hours. If you have any more questions hit me
up and I can give you as much information as I can. Hope this helps. Wow, quick feedback VIC!
Please login or register to post a reply. During The Day, They Sponsored links. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free! Breeze style by Ian Bradley. Privacy Terms. Quick links. Search Advanced
search. Ask our auto mechanics for help to all your Chevrolet car questions now. My service
vehicle light is also on the dashboard. It is not the service engine light, the one with the wrench
symbol on it. The low and high beams work fine when it turn t
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hem on manualy. I have tried changing the bulbs with one from the dealer, but that is not the
problem. Is there a wiring problem or relay or something that went bad. Thank you. That could
possibly be a failed part, but a really common problem with headlight issues on the Cavalier's is
the actually wiring harness. There are a bunch of splice packs along the forward lamp harness,
and what happens is that they get moisture in them over the years and start to corrode. Usually
once you finally notice a headlamp or DRL issue, it's far too late and you have multiple spots in
the harness that are bad. I can't tell you how many of these I've had to replace over the years
due to this issue. So, you might want to start by replacing the DRL relay since it's cheap and
easy to do. If that doesn't help your problem you will more than likely be replacing the entire
forward lamp harness. It's usually not worth the time or effort to try and fix all the bad spots in
the wires. Similar Topics. Contact us.

